RETHINK HOW LEGAL SERVICES
ARE DELIVERED
AG Intelligent Delivery
We’re pushing the boundaries, challenging what’s possible
– allowing you to take back control.

BE CREATIVE,
BE EFFICIENT,
BE BRAVE,
BE MORE

AG ID
Intelligent Delivery

Quality

Imagination
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Impact

You are under pressure to deliver more for less and to save
time, but where do you start? A plethora of providers are
selling you a multitude of products, technology and services.
How do you prioritise and select? How do these offerings
actually solve your day-to-day problems?

AG Intelligent Delivery (AG ID) pushes the boundaries and challenges the possible,
letting you take control.
AG ID is about being creative, being efficient, being brave and delivering more. We
identify smart, usable and practical solutions that work for you: making legal services
more accessible, more usable, and more engaging.
By combining quality people, creative process and cutting-edge technology, we provide
platforms for new thinking, beyond pure legal advice. AG ID’s inherent flexibility lets us
customise our response and combine relevant expertise, with appropriate resource, the
right tools and smart technology in either an integrated or stand-alone package.
We believe there is no off-the shelf solution and by listening to what you need, we
developed AG ID. We challenge the status quo, develop imaginative and impactful
solutions and continue to break new ground.
Let’s challenge the possible together, give you control and truly deliver more.
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STRATEGIC CONSULTING
AG Consulting provides a range of in-house legal function, Regulatory Risk,
Compliance and Corporate Governance advisory services to organisations across
a range of industry sectors. The focus of AG Consulting is to work alongside
clients to help ensure they’re doing the right things, in the right areas, with the
right people and the right skills to deliver for their business. Often this includes a
review of how the tools, resources and processes can be enhanced, redesigned
or redeployed to achieve maximum value, efficiency and agility. To deliver this, AG
Consulting combines cutting edge research and ongoing, proactive dialogue with
leading General Counsel and Senior Executives to create an ever evolving suite of
practical, proprietary tools and products that help our clients address their
most pressing needs.

FLEXIBLE RESOURCING
AG Integrate is our hand-selected team of self-employed, consultant lawyers, working
directly for clients giving you a specialist resource on a flexible, ‘as and when needed’
basis. You get choice, control and the same high quality service associated with AG.
TST is our experienced and proven solution for more efficient and imaginative ways
of resourcing client assignments, from large M&A projects to litigation and regulatory
document reviews. 160+ paralegals and experienced managers provide a comprehensive
range of routine legal services in a standalone capacity or integrated alongside AG’s
lawyers and, increasingly, as part of clients’ own internal teams.
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Intelligent

MANAGED LEGAL SERVICES
A complete end-to-end solution, AG Optimise is an award-winning approach to outsourced
legal service. We handle the full workload or a part of your legal function, or manage
specific legal business processes cutting across your organisation. AG Optimise frees
up your in-house team to focus on more strategic work.

INNOVATION & LEGAL TECHNOLOGY

Delivery

We attract the brightest talent to develop and help us embrace new technology and savvy
innovation. Bespoke tools enable the smart delivery of legal services, faster, more creatively
and with greater cost efficiency. Utilising a series of building blocks, including AI, analytics,
automation, workflow, collaboration tools, knowledge platforms and secure online storage –
we develop bespoke solutions for our clients and deliver significant and measurable benefits.
The tools we’re employing are essential as we strive to increase efficiency. We have already
invested significantly in this area and continue to do so, as we build a market leading
technology offering as par of our client service.

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
Skilled legal project managers ensure the smooth running of your major projects, on time,
on budget and on track. By understanding and controlling the progress of cases from the
outset, we are able to anticipate developments, allocate resource and manage risk efficiently
and effectively. This is particularly useful in multi-jurisdiction and high volume cases where
budget risk or poor management can be particularly serious.
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Investment of over £1m
into AG ID
Every one of our top 50
clients is using at
least one aspect of
AG ID

400 strong team
working as part
of AG ID

INTELLIGENT DELIVERY
IN ACTION
By pushing the boundaries of what is possible, we are able to continually deliver
significant value to our clients, saving time and driving efficiency.

Significant savings for clients
through use of AG ID solutions:

Flexible Resourcing
addressing client
resourcing challenges:

►► £350k saved on due diligence review for Leading Bank
►► £1m in legal fees saved for National Grid
►► £20k per month saved in legal fees for leading

►► 260+ AG Integrate Consultants & a revenue
position of over £2m in the last year

Utility Company

►► Top FTSE clients leveraging our freelance

Continual time savings allowing
clients to take back control
►► 12 months in time saved through use of AI technology for a
leading Bank

►► 30% reduction for contract reviews due to creation of online
portal for FTSE 100

►► 50% time reduction through use of savvy tech and creative
people for leading Real Estate developer
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lawyer offering, AG Integrate

CONTACTS
AXEL KOELSCH
Chief Operating Officer
+44 (0) 20 7788 5031
a.koelsch@aglaw.com

FLEXIBLE RESOURCING
TST
MIKE POTTER
Partner, and Head of the Transaction
Services Team

AG INTEGRATE
GUN JUDGE
Head of AG Integrate

+44 (0) 161 934 6744
mike.potter@addleshawgoddard.com

+44 (0) 20 7160 3140
gun.judge@addleshawgoddard.com

STRATEGIC CONSULTING

GREG BOTT
Director, AG Consulting
+44 (0) 20 7160 3488
greg.bott@addleshawgoddard.com

INNOVATION AND LEGAL TECHNOLOGY
KERRY WESTLAND
Head of Innovation and
Legal Technology
+44 (0) 161 934 6688
kerry.westland@addleshawgoddard.com

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
AG OPTIMISE
GEORGINA POWLING
Partner

AG OPTIMISE
CHARLOTTE BARROW
Managed Legal Services Manager

+44 (0) 113 209 7662
georgina.powling@
addleshawgoddard.com

+44 (0) 113 209 2651
charlotte.barrow@
addleshawgoddard.com

LEGAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SIMON MULLER 			
Head of LPM
+44 (0) 020 7160 3613
simon.muller@
addleshawgoddard.com
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addleshawgoddard.com
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* a formal alliance with Hashidate Law Office
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